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INTRODUCTION

DATASET
● The proximal femur fractures study was collected at Klinikum rechts der Isar, Munich (Germany).
According to the AO standard, it consists of 327 type-A, 453 type-B and 567 non-fracture
cases. Subtypes of the fracture classes (A1-A3, B1-B3) are highly unbalanced, reflecting their
incidence,
as
depicted
in
Fig.
3-(ii).

● In a typical educational system, learning relies on a curriculum that
introduces concepts building upon previously acquired ones.
● Bengio et. al. [1] made the connection between cognitive science and
machine learning, demonstrating a boost in classification
performance by combining Curriculum Learning (CL) and
convolutional neural networks (CNN).
● These techniques have been successful in applications such as image
segmentation or computer-aided diagnosis. However, they remain
agnostic of clinical standards and medical protocols.
● Our contribution is on the integration of knowledge, extracted from
medical guidelines, directly from expert recommendations or from
ambiguities in their annotations, to ease the learning process of
CNNs.

Figure 2. AO standard and example radiographs.
Figure 1. Hierarchical classification
according to the AO standard.

● Early detection and classification of such fractures are essential for guiding appropriate
treatment and intervention. However, several years of training are needed, and inter-reader
agreement ranges between 66-71% [2] (trauma surgery residents and experienced surgeons).
● The dataset was split patient-wise into training (70%), validation (10%) and test (20%) sets.
● Offline data augmentation techniques such as translation, scaling and rotation were used.

MEDICAL-BASED DEEP CURRICULUM LEARNING
● We tackle multiclass classification problems where an image xi
needs to be assigned to a discrete class label yi . The training
set is denoted as {X, Y}.
● A curriculum c ∈ C induces a bias of presenting samples to the
optimizer. It reflects a notion of “hardness”, which in our work
depends upon different forms of prior medical knowledge.
● Initially, each image xi is assigned a curriculum probability pi(0).
● At the beginning of every epoch e, {X, Y} is permuted to {X, Y} c
via a reordering function f (e). This mapping results from
sampling {X, Y} according to the probabilities at the current
epoch p (e).
● Probabilities are decayed towards a uniform distribution based
on:
qi(e) = pi(e-1) · exp(-cni2/10) ∀ e > 0
pi(e) = qi(e) / ∑i qi(e)

(1)
(2)

● Initial curriculum probabilities (see Fig. 3) are given by:
p(0)(yi=m) = wcm
where m ∈ [1, 2, …, M] serves as index of the classes, and wcm
is defined according to the curriculum c::

Figure 3 Initial probabilities p(0) for our medical-based curriculums.

(i) c = uniform: all classes are treated equally.
(ii) c = frequency: assigned a probability equal to their
original incidence in the dataset.
(iii) c = AO: naively considered equally spaced, according
to the difficulty ranking of the AO categories provided
by an experienced radiologist.
(iv) c: kappa: given a probability proportional to the
intra-reader agreement, measured with Cohen’s
kappa coefficient, found by a committee of experts.

where cni is a counter that is incremented when the i-th sample
iii) Handwritten Digit Recognition (MNIST)
is selected.

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS
● The integration of medical knowledge is useful for the
design of data schedulers by means of CL.
● If observers agreement is not available, clinicians’
perception of difficulty is a good estimate, as shown
by our AO-curriculum.
● Our method can be used in other applications where
medical decision trees are available, such as grading
malignancy of tumors, as well as whenever intra- or
inter-expert agreement is available.

Figure 4. Mean F1-score and variance over 10 runs on the 7-way classification
of the curriculum strategies, together with their corresponding anti-curriculum,
and compared against random and uniform-curriculum.

1. Similar performance found randomly shuffling the
training data and learning with a uniform-curriculum.
2. The sequence of the samples has a significant effect in the
classification, i.e. meaningful difference between
curriculum and anti-curriculum strategies.
3. AO- and kappa-curriculums boost the median F1-score
by approximately 15% compared to the baselines.

Table
1.
Classification
results
over
10
The highlighted indices in bold correspond to the best two models.

runs.

FUTURE WORK

4. Interestingly, our experiments suggest that, in the case of
the frequency-curriculum, the easy scenario is the
class-imbalance as in [3].
5. 3-class problem: we achieve state-of-the-art results
and about 7% better than random and uniform.

[4]

● Explore the combination of our medical curriculum data
scheduler with uncertainty of the model, and
investigate which samples play a more significant role
in the decision boundary.

6. 60% balanced data: AO- and kappa-curriculums perform
even better than the baselines using 100% training data.
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